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The material I have to present is on the sophistical subject of in-service moisture content of
wood. At least when I speak to people building homes they act as though they had never heard of
water in wood. The carpenter is aware of the various physical states of wood due to moisture content
but he carries the conversation by explaining that all the wood is kiln dried. The contractor shows his
order forms stating kiln dried lumber and the bill of lading documents this fact. This routine can go
on, but the point I wish to make, who is kidding whom?

The moisture content of a piece of wood at the time it is put into a building or into use is more
frequently ignored than any other property(1). Without a doubt it is the single most important criterion
of performance. Since wood is a hygroscopic material its moisture content will attain a fairly steady
state in a particular environment. The slight fluctuations of bound water in wood as air conditions
(temperature and relative humidity) vary are relatively small. Some fluctuations are inevitable, and
seemingly, not objectionable provided the wood at the time of manufacture and installation is dried to
a moisture content approximating the equilibrium moisture content conditions attained in-service. As
a rule, seasonal variations are not troublesome in most cases.

It has already been indicated that the in-service moisture content will fluctuate under normal
environmental conditions. Peck (2) summarizes, for the best service, wood should be installed at a
moisutre content near the midpoint between the high and low moisture content values it will attain
in-service. Let us examine some of the equilibrium moisture contents derived from monthly clima-
tological data of January, April, July and October for wood when exposed to outdoor atmosphere. (3)
Of the sixteen selected locations it is surprising to note the recommended in-service moisture contents.

TABLE 1

RECOMMENDED APPROXIMATE MOISTURE CONTENT AVERAGE
OF WOOD WHEN EXPOSED TO OUTDOOR CONDITIONS

7-10% 10-12% 13-15% 16-19%

Albuquerque, N. M. Boise, Ida. Chicago, Ill. Galveston. Tex.
Denver, Colo. New York City Cleveland, Ohio Juneau, Alaska
Tuscon, Ariz. Salt Lake City Concord, N. H. San Francisco, Cal.

Tulsa, Okla. Key West, Fla.
Louisville, Ky.
Portland, Ore.

The above recommended moisture content averages of wood should apply to wood used for studs,
sheathing, and siding as well as other products subjected to outdoor conditions. In a frame structure
changes in dimension of wood is to be kept to a minimum. Shrinkage may cause loosening of fasten-
ings and settling of the structure resulting in uneven floors, cracks in walls and ceilings, and pulling
apart of wood joints. Such dimensional changes reduce the mechanical strength and appearance. (4)
Swelling, on the other hand, may also cause difficulties. Fortunately, most of the difficulties caused
by moisture can be practically eliminated by drying wood to the moisture content best suited for the
intended use.

Numbers in parenthesis refer to Literature Cited at the end of this article.
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FIGURE 1. RECOMMENDED MOISTURE CONTENT AVERAGES FOR INTERIOR WOODWORK.

Source: Based in part on Table 3, "Moisture Content of Wood in
Use" by Peck.



More critical moisture requirements are centered on wood use for interior use where conditions
are ameliorated by central heating and air conditioning. The recommended moisture content averages
for interior-finishing woodwork for use in various parts of the United States is depicted in Figure 1.
This information presented summarizes data based on intensive tests and investigations by the U. S.
Forest Products Laboratory. In furniture, woodwork, flooring, sash and doors, and other products a
change in moisture causes shrinkage and swelling that may split, crack, warp parts, open joints and
loosen fastenings, cause gluelines to fail and mar the finish of the products.

In a general paper such as this one, it is not appropriate to delve deeply into the subject of
wood-water characteristics of wood. It has been necessary, to limit my comments to the effect moisture
or water in wood has on performance and acceptance. It is obvious that lumbermen and others who
process wood must pay more attention to the actual in-service moisture content of wood than ever be-
fore. The need to think of actual moisture content as a standard term of quality of wood products must
become a hallmark for more and more wood products.

To the engineers, architects, purchasing agents, and specification writers, wood is regarded
simply as another engineering material. The duties of these people are to compare wood on the basis
of physical and chemical properties with those of metals and other competing materials of more uni-
form quality and standardized grades. To them the biological factors of wood such as its origin,
growth, processing and marketing characteristics cease to be important in the consideration. It is an
engineering material competing on the market. As a result, the material specified becomes that
material which most nearly meets the requirements of a particular product or end use.

These people are not aware of the technical problems of dry kiln operators and the importance
in processing of wood products that is assigned to in-service moisture content of wood. Their decisions
are made not on what has been stated but rather based upon what has not been defined and uniformly
accepted. All of us will agree we have observed wood in-service that has changed dimensions subse-
quent to installation. A situation that would not happen if the in-service equilibrium of moisture con-
tent were considered. The material engineers, architects, purchasing agents and specification writers
must, therefore, weigh a given set of wood properties, with those of competitive products where water
does not play as big a factor.

In conclusion, wood is dried to improve its serviceability and suitability. For any fabricated
wood parts, reduction in shrinkage by drying is the most important consideration. Since no practical
method for stabilizing wood has been developed, let us consider how to hold and to recapture our wood
markets. Competitors make market studies to find what the customer wants and convinces him he is
supplying it. Wood suppliers need to become more sensitive to the demand for moisture content as a
control standard and strive to supply what the customer wants and needs whether he is in Chicago,
New York, or Denver.
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